40 Outlier
Catherine D’Ignazio

“Outlier”: Statistics. An observation whose value lies outside the set of values considered likely
according to some hypothesis (usually one based on other observations); an isolated point.
—Oxford English Dictionary 2017
Communities . . . come into being not through the recognition, generation, or establishment of
universal, neutral laws and conventions that bind and enforce them, but through the remainders
they cast out, the figures they reject, the terms that they consider unassimilable, that they attempt
to sacrifice, revile and expel.
—Grosz 2001

In statistics, an outlier is a data point that does not conform to the rest. When plotted on a
chart or a graph, it lies outside the pattern displayed by the rest of the data. It is “very different to the other observations in a set of data” (Doyle 2016, 256). The outlier is “an isolated
point” (Oxford English Dictionary 2017). Outlier values “do not agree with the pattern of the
majority of other values” (Holloway and Nwaoha 2012, 391), and extensive statistical literature discusses when one may reasonably reject outlier values while undertaking a data analysis or mitigate their influence by weighting them differently. But there is often uncertainty
as to whether an outlier is an error in the recording of data or represents a true variation in
the population. Since rejecting outliers may come at the risk of excluding valid observations,
the best-practice guidance for dealing with outliers is to “inspect the data as it is collected
during the experiment, identify discrepant values, and determine their cause” (Holloway and
Nwaoha 2012, 391).
This chapter represents exactly such a practical and ethical inspection of outliers in relation to gender data, computation, and big data sets. From my standpoint as a software developer and scholar, a data-driven approach to gender has a great deal of potential for exposing
the structural and systemic forces of inequality operating in society. As feminist geographer
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Joni Seager says, “What gets counted counts” (D’Ignazio and Klein 2020, 97). But counting
comes with caveats, particularly in relation to categorizing people and making them visible
to powerful institutions. Here I draw on feminist theory to understand that categories of gender identity are not intrinsic, natural, or biological distinctions between people and groups
but rather are social, cultural, and political distinctions based on the way power is allocated
and wielded unevenly across a population (Butler 1990; Fausto-Sterling 2008).
Gender data are often more complicated than they appear on the surface. The received
wisdom is that two categories exist: the world is made up of men and women. And yet
the historical record shows that there have always been more variations in gender identity
than Western society has cared to outwardly acknowledge or collectively remember. These
third, fourth, and nth genders go by different names in the different historical and cultural
circumstances in which they originate, including transgender people (Williams 2014), female
husbands (Weeks 2015), hijras (Sharma 2012), two-spirit people (Driskill 2011), pansy performers (Chauncey 1994), mahu (Mock 2014), and sworn virgins (Zumbrun 2007). This chapter
argues that while nonbinary genders represent outliers in terms of population ratio, they also
represent an expected variation in the population—which is to say that there have always
been and will always be more than two genders. While most current computational applications ignore and exclude nonbinary gender data (if they consider gender at all), a theoretical
framework informed by intersectional feminism and transfeminism offers an opportunity to
deal with gender data more appropriately and ethically.
Broadly speaking, feminist theory uses the fact of unequal gender relations to challenge
concepts such as neutrality and objectivity precisely because of the alternative perspectives
that they exclude (notably, women’s and trans* people’s). Intersectional feminism, created
and elaborated by Black feminists and women of color in response to the exclusions of white
feminism, roots its analysis in the overlapping dimensions, such as race, class, and ability,
of any examination of unequal power relations (Combahee River Collective 1978; Crenshaw 1990). Transfeminism links feminist theory to transgender oppression and activism
(Erickson-
Schroth 2014). There are increasing attempts in human-
computer interaction
(HCI) and design to mobilize intersectional feminist approaches to computation that serve
justice-oriented goals. The Design Justice Network asks designers to sign up to ten principles, including the idea that design should “sustain, heal and empower our communities”
(Costanza-Chock 2020). Feminist HCI starts by centering the perspectives of those who are
marginalized and excluded “so as to expose the unexamined assumptions of dominant epistemological paradigms, avoid distorted or one-sided accounts of social life, and generate
new and critical questions” (Bardzell 2010, 1302). From a gender identity standpoint, this
would involve centering women’s and trans* people’s viewpoints as a way of understanding
why society (and its software systems) is so invested in maintaining and policing the gender
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binary (for an example, see Currah and Mulqueen [2011] on traveling while trans). In Data
Feminism (2020), Lauren F. Klein and I assert that using data and computation for coliberation requires challenging the gender binary.
The term gender datafication can be used to refer to the external digital classification of
gender and its representation in databases and code (Bivens and Haimson 2016). But how
we choose to datafy gender can have profound consequences. The majority of people are
cisgender, meaning that their gender identity aligns with their assigned sex. They are assigned
female at birth and identify as a woman or assigned male at birth and identify as a man.
While assigned sex, gender identity, and gender expression are aligned for cis people, they
are not aligned for people who identify as transgender, genderqueer, and/or gender nonconforming (GNC). Nonbinary gender is an umbrella category for the gender of people who do
not identify as men or women.
Researchers at the Williams Institute at the University of California, Los Angeles, estimate
that 0.6 percent of the US population is transgender (Flores et al. 2016) and 3.5 percent is
not straight in sexual orientation (Gates 2014). This means that the vast majority—99.4
percent—of people are cisgender, and 96.5 percent are straight. However, when you scale the
numbers at the size of the country’s population, those who are not cisgender and heterosexual amount to nine million individuals, about the population of the state of New Jersey.
At scale, then, a computational system that only classifies gender along a binary, or makes
assumptions about heterosexuality, will be missing critical information for a significant portion of the population. Thus, what appears to be a categorical outlier in any smaller data set
should in fact be considered an expected outcome of measuring gender and/or sexuality in
the population.
Yet big data and artificial intelligence research that deals with gender has almost invariably
treated it as a binary. Competitions on Kaggle.com, a popular web platform for predictive
modeling and analytics, have sought to predict gender from fingerprints and handwriting.
Other work has sought to automatically identify the gender of bloggers (Belbachir, Henni,
and Zaoui 2013), novelists (Koppel, Argamon, and Shimoni 2002), movie reviewers (Otterbacher 2013), and Twitter users (Kokkos and Tzouramanis 2014) based on the style of their
language. There are multiple libraries for predicting the gender of people based on their
name, such as OpenGenderTracker, the R gender package, and the controversially named
“sex machine” Ruby Gem (now called Gender_Detector; Muller 2014). Nathan Matias (2014)
gives a comprehensive account of more of this research, including different uses, methodological choices, and ethical guidelines. In 2018, HCI researcher Os Keyes (2018) evaluated
fifty-eight technical papers about automatic gender recognition (detecting gender by analyzing images of people’s faces) and found that 95 percent of papers treated gender as a binary
(see also Keyes, chapter 35, this volume).
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Consumer-oriented platforms, responding to user pressure, have slowly begun to recognize more than two genders. Sort of. In 2014, Facebook expanded its gender options from
two to fifty-eight for English speakers in the US and UK. The gender options it added were
created in consultation with the LGBTQ+ community and ranged from “GNC” to “two-
spirit” to “trans man.” The corporation later added the abilities to identify as more than one
gender and to input a custom gender. Other social networking and dating sites have followed
suit. For example, OKCupid provides more than twenty genders and thirteen sexual orientations for users to choose from. While these changes may appear to be progressive, Facebook’s
databases continued for several years to resolve custom and nonbinary genders into “male”
and “female” on the back end, based on the binary gender that users select at sign-up, where
the custom option is not available (Bivens 2015). As recently as 2015, the Facebook Marketing API resolved gender to 1 = male, 2 = female. So while a user and their friends may have
seen them presented as the gender they selected, they were a 1 = male or 2 = female to any
advertisers looking to purchase their attention. This reinforces Bivens’s (2015) point that
changes at the level of the interface are mere marketing, and platforms do not actually have
an interest in “deprogramming” the gender binary.
While these platforms and applications seek to generalize about majority populations
who largely do fall within the binary categories of men and women they reinforce the idea
that the world is made up of only these two groups, which is categorically, historically, and
empirically untrue. Moreover, gender detection applications erroneously assume that gender identity is a natural, essential property of a person that can be detected by an outside
observer—that is, that it can be reduced to the curvature of one’s handwriting, the length
of one’s hair, or the shape of one’s face. Finally, these works tend to codify (literally, to write
into code) essentialist, stereotypical characterizations of men’s and women’s communication
patterns and present them as universal, context-free, scientific truths. For example: “Women
tend to express themselves with a more emotional language”; “men are more proactive,
directing communication at solving problems, while women are more reactive” (Kokkos and
Tzouramanis 2014). As we know from disciplines such as media studies, geography, and
science and technology studies, representations do not innocently reflect reality but also
have a role in producing it. This applies to code and statistical modeling just as it does
to television shows, movies, images, and visualizations. Bivens and Haimson (2016) have
argued that digital representations of gender on social media platforms have a strong influence on categories of gender in wider society. Ignoring and excluding the lived experiences
of trans* and nonbinary people, especially in data and statistics—forms of representation
perceived to be comprehensive and systematic—reinforces their societal erasure. As Keyes
states: “This erasure is a foundational component of the discrimination trans people face”
(Keyes 2018, 3).
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Official, state-sanctioned acknowledgments and rights for people who are minoritized
for their gender identity have been expanding in Western democracies and the Global South
over the past fifty years. Nations around the world provide varied and uneven abilities for
individuals to officially amend their sex marker on official documents. Some, such as Japan,
mandate hormone therapy, surgery, and sterilization before one can be legally recognized
as another gender. As of 2017, only five countries allowed individuals to determine their
own gender: Ireland, Denmark, Norway, Greece, and Malta. Iran is the global capital of sex
reassignment surgery (Tower 2016). Amnesty International (2017) advocates for LGBTQ+
rights as basic human rights. At least three countries—Australia, Nepal, and India—have
included third gender options in their censuses. The state of California now recognizes three
genders on state identification documents: nonbinary, female, and male. But in practice,
GNC people face harassment, discrimination, and violence, even in the most legally progressive places, despite the fact that they represent a significant subpopulation (Albert 2019;
Bettcher 2014).
Trans and GNC people will represent statistical outliers in small data sets and numerical
minorities in almost any data set that collects gender at the scale of the population, just as
Native Americans will represent a small proportion of any US-based data set that collects race
and ethnicity. As Brooke Foucault Welles states: “When women and minorities are excluded
as subjects of basic social science research, there is a tendency to identify majority experiences as ‘normal,’ and discuss minority experiences in terms of how they deviate from those
norms” (Foucault Welles 2014). Indeed, transgender studies traces the relatively recent rise
of the idea of “the normal” through both the statistical and sociopolitical meanings of the
term (Stephens 2014) and demonstrates how “normalization” is used to justify administrative violence against those that fall outside of the category (Spade and Rohlfs 2016). Minority experiences are typically relegated to the margins of analysis or, as mostly happens with
trans* people in relation to computation and gender, excluded altogether. This has dubious
ethical and empirical implications and has even been called “demographic malpractice” by
researchers at the Williams Institute (Chalabi 2014). Instead, Foucault Welles proposes that
data scientists use the experiences of minoritized groups as reference categories in themselves. This means not just collecting more than two genders but also disaggregating any data
processing, data analysis, and results based on these categories.
Here there is an opportunity to go even further and engage in an equity-focused approach:
instead of creating data sets that represent minoritized genders according to their occurrence in the population, we can create data sets where they are the majority. Whether a data
point (or a person who has been datafied) constitutes an outlier is contextual—dependent
on which other data (or people) have been selected for comparison. It has to do with whose
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identities are centered and whose are relegated to the margins. Feminist HCI centers the
people at the margins in order to challenge the ongoing dominance of those at the center.
At the same time, it is important to work with GNC people to understand whether they
want to have their data included in any particular system. Research by Hamidi and coauthors (2018) found that transgender users had overwhelmingly negative attitudes toward
automated gender recognition technology. Depending on what data are being collected and
whether such data are personally identifiable (or easily deanonymized), it is also important to recognize the potential risk of stating one’s gender as something other than man
or woman. If the data set aspires to be representative of a geographically bounded population, for example, the number of nonbinary people may be small enough to identify these
individuals, even within otherwise large data sets. Even when individuals do not volunteer
gender identity information to an application, it may be possible to attempt to algorithmically infer their gender identity or sexual orientation from their social networks (Jernigan
and Mistree 2009). This can pose risks of repercussion in the form of either personal shame
for people who have hidden their gender identity or discrimination, violence, and imprisonment, depending on the context and community where they live. These potential harms
have led scholars to argue that computational systems should be designed to support obscurity and invisibility, key safety strategies for trans*, nonbinary, and other marginalized users
(Haimson and Hoffman 2016).
It can also be challenging to collect information about nonbinary genders. How many
and which other genders exist in a society depends heavily on culture and context. For
example, the government of Nepal attempted to add to its census the category of “third
gender,” but nonbinary gender communities, more likely to consider themselves kothi or
methi, did not identify with this term (Park 2016). The Williams Institute and the Human
Rights Campaign provide short guides for collecting inclusive gender data (HRC 2019; Park
2016). But just changing the user interface (providing more choices in a drop-down menu,
or a write-in option, or the ability to choose multiple options) is not always the best path.
Depending on the circumstances, the most ethical thing to do might be to avoid collecting
gender data, make gender optional, or even stick with binary gender categories. For example, communications scholar Nikki Usher and her coauthors (2018) undertook a large-scale
analysis of political journalists’ gendered communication patterns on Twitter. Their study
stuck with binary categories because, as they state, “if you are trying to make a point that the
gender binary, which is so strong and endemic, shapes and structures all sorts of inequality—
then the binary has to be the point of analysis because you’re trying to show the problem
as it is manifest in the dominant interpretation of reality, not the counterhegemonic one
we wish were more pervasive and accepted” (Usher, personal communication, August 9,
2019). Moreover, if gender data are going to be used in processes with known structural
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inequalities, such as hiring and promotion, the most ethical action might be to entirely
obscure a person’s gender from both the human decision-makers and the algorithms making
discriminatory decisions, in order to avoid bias (Datta, Tschantz, and Datta 2015; Goldin and
Rouse 2000).
Finally, even if there is low risk of personal harm in collecting gender data, cisgender institutions can still use those data in ways that cause group harm, such as perpetuating deficit
narratives and pathologizing trans and nonbinary people. For example, while it is true that
there are high rates of suicide among transgender youth, insensitive accounts of these statistics can inadvertently paint youth as passive victims in need of saving by cisgender adults.
This points to the crucial importance of involving trans* people at every stage of the process
in a gender data project, from data collection to analysis to communication.
So where do we land in relation to gender datafication and outliers? Outliers are not
rejected and ignored in all computing contexts. In fact, outlier detection is a lively subfield
of computer science and statistics. It has many applications, ranging from detecting fraud to
identifying land mines to noting failures in aircraft engines. Outlier detection can also help
identify intruders in security systems and focus on “bursts” in information systems, such
as when a hashtag goes viral in a breaking news situation (Hodge and Austin 2004). From
a technical standpoint, outlier detection for the purposes of preventing human harm and
safeguarding financial investments is thriving. But it is important to recognize that values
are always embedded in these applications and models. The decision to invest resources in
detecting credit card fraud from a sea of otherwise unobjectionable transactions is made
based on values that prioritize profit for a corporation. What if, instead or in addition, we
prioritized safety and inclusion for women and GNC communities?
For those computational applications that deal with gender data: What might they look
like if they de-outliered nonbinary people’s data? This would involve disaggregating and centering the experiences of nonbinary people, as in Starks, Dillahunt, and Haimson’s (2019)
exploratory study about transgender and nonbinary digital practices of safety. What might
these applications look like if they were designed by and with trans and nonbinary people,
as in Ahmed’s (2019) proposal for a trans voice-training application? What other outliers
might we be systematically missing, excluding, suppressing, and willfully ignoring, and what
does that tell us about ourselves? Gender data represent complicated terrain for computational applications, for numerous reasons outlined here. But there is an ethical and empirical
imperative to tackle this complexity. The world is not and has never been populated by only
two genders. To assume gender is a simple binary is simply empirically wrong.
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Note
Many thanks to Kendra Albert and Isabel Carter for reading and giving feedback on earlier versions of
this chapter.
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